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ABSTRACT:
Background: Systematic reviews are primarily literature reviews performed using
systematic methods. A well-conducted review enables clinicians and policy-makers to stay
updated in their respective fields of interest, and make informed decisions. Once fully
automated, it will enable researchers to conduct systematic reviews efficiently, produce
high-quality evidence, and contribute more to the field of evidence-based medicine.
Mathematical models based on results from swiftly conducted systematic reviews may
predict the future incidence or outbreak scenarios for diseases, which are public health
problems.
Main text: This paper presents an exhaustive literature review on the common methods
that can be deployed for automating sub-processes with-in a systematic review, their scope,
current use, and limitations. A comprehensive search in PubMed and Google Scholar to
identify articles or reviews describing use of existing automation tools within the systematic
review process was performed. The main methods discussed include machine learning or
artificial intelligence, text-mining, and text classification. Current gaps as well as
opportunities to improve the quality of a systematic review and the overall evidence
generation process are also reviewed.
Conclusions: Several technologies like Automatic Term Recognition (ATR), text-mining,
text identification, as well as machine learning have already been incorporated to the
general process of systematic reviews and so are common tools like Abstrackr, DistillerSR,
and RobotAnalyst. The use of automatic classifiers, supervised classification algorithms,
and natural language processing has been seen for search of pertinent literature.
Harmonization of the existing tools is imperative for further development and quality
evidence generation.
Keywords: Automation, Evidence-based Medicine, Machine Learning, Text-mining
1. INTRODUCTION
A Systematic Review (SR) provides a mechanism of reviewing data from research about a
well-defined question using a systematic and stable approach. It helps obtain an objective and
transparent overview of all available evidence surrounding that particular question. Only
specific data matching pre-specified criteria are included so that the results are reliable and
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reproducible. Although systematic reviews may be conducted to examine diagnostic tests,
interventions, adverse events, or economic evaluations, the basis of Evidence-Based
Medicine (EBM) lies in a systematic review performed on Randomized Controlled Trials
(RCT). [1-3] EBM has improved medical care significantly and incorporates a data-driven
approach in the healthcare system. [4]
A vast amount of information exists in the form of journal articles, electronic repositories on
clinical studies, pre-appraised evidence resources, and periodically updated websites readily
available to clinicians and researchers. Especially for public health in third-world countries
(where a lot of data exists in the form of published primary studies, case reports, thesis works,
and reports, etc.) a review of pre-existing studies is more economical and a faster way of
generating evidence than undertaking a new study to answer the research question. That
being said, not all the evidence generation efforts currently undertaken are easy to conduct
and always of high quality. [5] They are labor-intensive and time taking. Although developed
for providing a thorough review of the available evidence that is methodological,
comprehensive, transparent, and replicable, it is not always feasible for a full-time
policymaker or clinician to perform a systematic review or meta-analysis for each and every
research question that may arise. [6, 7] Similarly, for an important source of clinical evidence
for policy and health decision-making, systematic reviews may take up to 67 weeks from
registration to publication on an average. [8-10] It may take on an average between 2.5-6.5
years for a study to be included for analysis in a systematic review once published. [11]

The standard steps in conducting of a systematic review include 1) framing of the review
question, 2) identification of relevant work through a robust literature-search using fixed
inclusion criteria, 3) assessment of the quality of included studies using quality checklists and
critical appraisal guidelines, 4) summarizing the evidence with or without combining the
results in the form of a meta-analysis, and finally 5) interpretation of the findings. [12, 13]

While formulating a clear and well-defined research question, it is recommended to follow a
framework like Population, Intervention, Comparison and Outcome (PICO)to define the
question scope. [14] Searches for relevant studies as per inclusion and exclusion criteria
should be conducted on all databases deemed relevant for the review or at a minimum, in four
of these namely Embase, Google Scholar, Medline, and Web of Science. [15] The importance
of including studies with adequate intervention descriptions should be given priority, as it has
been reported that the intervention details are not available in up to 60% of the trial reports.
For example, an assessment on non-pharmacological stroke interventions showed that
materials used, intervention procedures, fidelity, tailoring, and other details about the
intervention were not reported in more than 80% of the reviews. [16] As published primary
studies are amalgamated into reviews, the problem of intervention details missing from such
publications is compounded. Further, the quality assessment of primary studies is also an
important aspect to be considered while conducting systematic reviews. One study found that
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threshold level quality of the primary studies for subsequent meta-analysis was assessed in
only 12.9% in a studied cross section of systematic reviews. [17]
The increasing rate of publication as well as the number of published studies is making the
current practice unsustainable, with a growing workload on the reviewers. The growing need
to provide clinicians or policy-makers in the field of healthcare with further and further
evidence has now given rise to the concept of conducting reviews on systematic reviews. [18]
Such studies are termed as a reviewor an overview of reviews, meta-review, umbrella
reviews, or even as a synthesis of reviews. [19] Such kind of review is a comparatively newer
means of evidence synthesis, wherein each study focusses on a broader situation or condition
for which multiple interventions exist and these interventions along with their results are
studies or assessed. [20] Further, reviews have become much more complicated because of
the complexity of interventions being studied and the amount of data that is being produced.
This issue is partly addressed by engaging librarians and other information professionals to
specific roles like searching, source selection, planning, and question formulation. [21]
Newer concepts like living reviews are also being conducted, which involve a periodic
review of the literature and updating of the systematic review at pre-defined intervals once
enough data is identified. [22, 23] However, the traditional manual method of conducting
systematic reviews fails to keep up with the burden of workload being generated. According
to the principles of evidence-based medicine, all the available relevant evidence should be
considered at the time of clinical decisions, regardless of the sources and intended resource
demands, and systematic reviews were invented to serve this purpose of enabling clinicians
to use this resource. Fortunately, several aspects of the systematic review process have the
potential to be automated and this has been accomplished as well, as for example in search,
screening of titles and citations, and data extraction, etc. Creative tasks like the development
of the question or the protocol is performed during the initial phases, and the technical tasks
like the search for titles, data extraction, etc. may be performed exactly as planned in the
protocol, later on. Therefore, finalization of the review question requires manual intervention
for the creativity, experience, and judgment part, and then the review itself may be carried
out by objectively following the standard protocol as much as possible. However, the
reviewers have been reluctant to adopt these modern tools. The main reasons for this have
been identified as the absence of trust in replacing manual processes by automation
technology and barriers in setting up of these technologies. [24]
2. METHODS
This review was performed to understand the common automated tools and techniques that
can be used by a systematic reviewer to replace the manual process wherever possible and the
general advantages and drawbacks of using the same. Inclusion criteria used was a review or
article highlighting the use of automation for various steps within the systematic review
process. We systematically searched electronic databases PubMed and Google Scholar to
identify articles or reviews describing use of existing automation tools within the systematic
review process, evaluation of the applicability of these tools and their advantages or
drawbacks. Keywords “systematic reviews”, “living reviews”, “machine learning”, “text
identification or mining”, and “artificial intelligence” were used. Of about 1290 citations
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that were retrieved, 38 were selected for full-text scanning of which, 25 were reviewed
(Figure 1). For all the included articles or reviews, general usability of the technologies in
elements of systematic reviews of screening, data extraction, and evidence synthesis; along
with advantages and disadvantages of technique used, were evaluated. Because of a large
variation in the methodology used and their analysis in reviewed literature, a meta-analysis
on the technologies used for the various elements was not feasible.
3. RESULTS
For any attempt to automate, the review protocol should be developed in such a way that the
steps can be implemented by a machine. [25] Tasks should be reordered in such a manner
that the manual activities like planning of the protocol, inclusion criteria, and development of
the question etc. are moved to the start of the review, which is then followed by the
automation tasks. Tools for calculating the risk of bias (Cochrane RoB tool Version 2) and
those for extracting data from the selected studies (Rayyan and Revnam) are also available
and recommended. The International Collaboration for the Automation of Systematic
Reviews (ICASR) is a group working on the automation of systematic reviews and evidence
synthesis, has said that lack of funding has led to development of several stand-alone,
isolated pieces of software. A working group formed in 2019 at the ICASR Hackathon is
compiling the tools uploaded in the Systematic Review Toolbox website. [26] Jonnalagadda
et al. found that attempts were made by researchers to automate about 48% of the items used
in systematic reviews. [27] They focused their review on automation of data extraction.
Three broad areas on our findings along with the respective summarized reviews or articles
retrieved are provided in the following sections.
3.1. Text mining for Screening
Text mining is nothing but information retrieval in order to present to users with refined data
in a concise form. Text mining includes identification of relevant literature, categorization,
and its summarization. Technologies that have been reviewed the most for these purposes in
systematic reviews include Automatic Term Recognition (ATR), document classification,
clustering, and summarization. [28] We discuss some of the text mining and screening
methods in this review that are also summarized in Table 1.
Alison O’Mara-Eves et-al. have examined text mining as a potential solution to save reviewer
time during the screening process in systematic reviews. [29] They postulate that reviewers aim
to include all the relevant research into the systematic review in order to address the publication
bias aspect. For this, they suggest a multi-layered method of searching, which includes the use of
extensive Boolean searches of electronic databases (which yields three-quarters of the studies
finally included), following citation trails as well as reaching out to key informants and authors at
the individual level. The proposed solution for text mining is bifurcated into two methods. The
first method prioritizes the list of the studies in such a way that the most relevant ones are
provided at the top of the list. A classifier system is used in the second method that makes
explicit include/exclude decisions. Active learning is a repetitive process in which the predictions
made by the machine are habitually improved through interaction with the reviewers. An initial
sample of include/exclude decisions is provided by
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the reviewer(s) that the machine ‘learns’ from. This action is repeated until a threshold is
reached and the remaining decisions are generated by the machine. Both dedicated systems
designed for the purpose of systematic reviews for e.g.,GAPScreener, Abstrackr, EPPIReviewer, and Revis, and generic software that can be readily used in a systematic review
were evaluated as a part of this review, in addition to customized approaches like specialized
algorithms for addressing contextual problems. Generic software applications like Pimiento
and RapidMiner were found to be useful for supporting the Machine Learning (ML) aspects
as well. They found that although most studies holistically suggest a workload reduction of
between 30%-70% while using some form of automation, this saving was associated with
about 5% of applicable studies not being picked up by the tool. This is also termed as 95%
recall.
Abstackr is a software that automates the citation screening part of areview and hence
expedites the process. [30] Allison Gates et al. have also evaluated this software for workload
savings. However, the saving in the workload was associated with potentially missing of
relevant records, as seen in the other studies as well. [31] Gina Cleo et al. and Allison Gates
et al.aimed to examine the available automation packages for the screening part of
performing systematic reviews. [32, 33] User experience was also assessed in both studies.
The former assessed four software packages namely RobotAnalyst, Rayyan, SRA-Helper for
EndNote, and Covidence for usability and the latter assessed Abstrackr, DistillerSR, and
RobotAnalyst for automated simulation of elimination of relevant records, and for semiautomation, i.e., use of a tool to complement the work of a single reviewer in title and
abstract screening.
Table 1: Methods of automation for Text mining
Sample

Literature review on 4
technologies

Method of
Automation
reviewed
Automatic
Term
Recognition
(ATR),
Automated
document
classification,
clustering, and
summarization

Tools

Advantages

Reference

TerMine,
Automatic
classifiers,
Lingo3G

Quick way
James
of
Thomas et
identifying
al. [28]
studies,
reduces time
to screen by
50%,
screening
prioritization
by providing
full text
articles early
on
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44 records published after
2004, relevant to text mining in
the screening phase of
systematic reviews

Text mining
for screening

Systematic review of 882
citation records

Automation
for screening

3 Systematic reviews for
automated and semi-automated
screening simulation

Machine
learning and
text mining
for screening
title and
abstract

GAPScreener,
Abstrackr,
EPPIReviewer,
Revis,
Pimiento and
RapidMiner
RobotAnalyst,
Rayyan, SRAHelper for
EndNote, and
Covidence

Workload
reduction

Alison
O’Mara
Eves et al.
[29]

Abstrackr,
DistillerSR,
and
RobotAnalyst

Workload
Gina Cleo
and time
et al. [32]
savings, user
experience

Easy to learn Alison
and use,
Gates et al.
efficient
[31, 33]

3.2. Artificial intelligence (AI) in Screening and Data Extraction
Iain J. Marshall and Byron C. Wallace have analyzed the automation methods used to speed
upvarious steps in a systematic review. They provide a practical approach to the overview of
the present-day machine learning techniques that have been suggested to speed up the
synthesis of evidence. [34] They further explain the two main tasks of the reviewer that can
also be achieved from machine learning: text classification and data extraction, which fall in
the ambit of technologies used in systematic reviews. Natural Language Processing (NLP) is
at the basis of several applications that are used daily-for example translation software, search
engines, and now systematic reviews. The current review suggests that while data extraction
tools are still at an early phase requiring higher levels of human inputs, tools for screening are
much more accessible and usable. These are summarized in Table 2.
Text classification involves computerized models that can effectively categorize papers (titles,
abstracts, full-texts, etc) into prespecified categories of interest (e.g. is this an RCT or not).
On the other hand, data extraction models identify the relevant text, numbers, etc. in the
document and correspond this to an already specified variable (e.g., how many people were
treated with a specific intervention). One of the most common examples of text classification
in this area is its use in the screening of abstracts, which means deciding if a specific research
paper meets the specific inclusion criteria as defined for a certain review, based on the text
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present in the abstracts or full text. The Machine Learning method is used as a preferred
technique for the advanced methods of both text classification and data extraction. In ML,
programs that specify parameterized models are written that perform certain tasks, and
estimations of the parameters using large datasets are done. ML methods show resemblance
to the common statistical models that are used in epidemiology. For example, the use of large
datasets for estimations and logistic regression are common methods used in both areas.
Examples of tools used for finding RCTs, literature exploration, screening, data extraction
and bias assessment are also discussed.
Systematic Reviews are the fundamental tools for EBM. Usage of collective Bayesian
classifier algorithms for example Discriminative Multinomial Naıve Bayes (DMNB) and
Complement Naıve Bayes (CNB), which are statistical classifiers that can predict classmembership probabilities (such as the probability of a paper belonging to a particular prespecified class). Performances of supervised learning models called Support Vector
Machines (SVM) have been studied as machine learning text classification techniques used
for the screening of pertinent literature in some reviews.[35]
A Pubmed-specific tool SWIFT-Review priority-ranks literature while conducting systematic
reviews. This tool has been reported to save more than 50% of the screening effort in
systematic reviews. [36] Another attempt was made by Stan Matwin et al. to measure the
performance of another algorithm, the Factorized version of the Complement Naive Bayes
(FCNB), aimed for workload reduction and a minimum 95 per cent recall. [37] Wallace and
colleagues made adjustments to their algorithms using the SVM approach, for adjusting more
heavily for false negatives against false positives. [38]
Table 2: Artificial Intelligence in Screening and Data Extraction
Sample

Method of
Automation
reviewed
Manual screening of records in SR Text
Toolbox
classification
(http://systematicreviewtools.com/) and data
extraction,
NLP, bag of
words
modelling,
Artificial
Learning,
Classification

Tools

Advantages

Author
name

SearchFinding
RCTs-RCT
Tagger,
RobotSearch,
Cochrane
Register of
Studies

Validated
machine
learning
filters,
search for
concepts,
automatic
search
retrievals,
automatic
extraction of
data
elements,
automatic
assessment

Iain J.
Marshall
et al.
[34]

Literature
explorationThalia
ScreeningAbstrackr,
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EPPI reviewer,
RobotAnalyst,
SWIFTReview,
Rayyan,
Colandr

of Bias, etc.

Data
ExtractionExaCT,
RobotReviewer

Collection of 4 systematic reviews

Machine
learning for
screening,
text
classification

21 Case Studies including 15
public datasets

Text-mining
and Machine
learning for
screening,
topic
modelling

15 systematic drug class reviews

Machine
learning

Bias
AssessmentRobotReviewer
Discriminative
Multinomial
Naïve Bayes
and
Complement
Naïve Bayes,
SVM
SWIFTReview

Factorized
version of the
Complement
Naive Bayes
(FCNB)
classifier

Performance
and training
time in large
data sets.

Abdullah
Aref and
Thomas
Tran [35]

Reduction
in human
screening
burden and
assistance in
problem
formulation

Brian E
Howard
et al.
[36]

Workload
reduction

Stan
Matwinet
al. [37]
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Dataset of four manually curated
resources summarizing articles
indexed in MEDLINE (3
systematic reviews and one
registry summarizing published
analysis)

Machine
learning for
updating
systematic
reviews

SVM
Classifiers

Reduction
of labor to
produce and
maintain
systematic
reviews

Bryon C
Wallace
et al.
[38]

3.3. Automation of Evidence Synthesis tasks
As also shown in Table 3, Guy Tsafnat et al. have performed a review on the latest
information systems with the potential to automate specific tasks in the process of a
systematic review. [39] They identified that especially in systematic reviews of randomized
controlled clinical trials, convergence of several such related projects is seen. They have
described the various tasks involved in the systematic review process and how the scope of
automation seen in each of these.
The current approach to extract data has 2 steps. The first uses algorithms to reduce the
amount of text to be processed,while the second step associates the extracted elements with
outcomes and experimental arms [40, 41]. An information-highlighting algorithm called
ExaCT is also used in information extraction and screening. It classifies sentences and
sometimes phrases that contain about 20 elements.
Usage of several algorithms like multi-layer perceptron (MLP), SVM, Naive Bayes (NB), J48
and Random forest (decision trees) was deployed by Boudin et al. to identify PICO
statements in medical abstracts. [42] The PICO structure, which stands for Patient/
Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome is the basis of structuring a systematic
review question. As several variables exist in the libraries for these 4 elements, and no search
engines have detected and indexed these elements till date, retrieval using any automation
tool is seldom difficult. In this study, each document was segmented into plain sentences. A
feature set was created by which each sentence was converted to a feature vector. Each of
these vectors was then introduced to the classifiers corresponding to each element, allowing
the system to categorize the corresponding sentence. A position classifier was also included
at baseline, as the PICO elements are found at specific sections of the artefact, in a specific
order, where usually the population comes first and outcome comes last. Results did not show
superiority of any one classifier. This experiment found that identification of PICO items was
especially challenging. A high accuracy could be achieved for the detection of the P element.

Xu et al. evaluated a method to structure RCT abstracts and automatically extract patient
demographics by identifying sentences containing subject demographics using a text
classification method coupled with a Hidden Markov Model. He postulated that subject
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demographics would most likely to be present in the Methods section. An F1 measure, which
is a combined measure of precision and recall was used to test the performance. [43, 44]
Christopher Norman et al. evaluated the possibility of extracting diagnostic test accuracy
results from published systematic reviews. [45] They created their dataset from published
review articles containing the elements in free text, HTML, data tables as well as PNG
images. They not only extracted these elements, but also linked these elements together.
Automated extraction methods complemented with manual extraction, verification and postediting were used. The HTML contents were processed using the LXML Python package.
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) was used for the diagnostic test results only presented
in images. Such data was then extracted using Tesseract.
Systematic reviews involve important yet repetitive work. The Cochrane Collaboration,
makes use of software like Review Manager or RevMan[46] and its add-on program
RevManHAL. The latter is utilized in the write-up phase of systematic reviews, and abstracts
various sections of the review from RevMan-generated reviews in various languages. [47]
A project on similar lines, although not related to systematic reviews and known as the Trial
Bank project led by Berry de Bruijn et al. Inclusion of formalized trial information extracted
from published randomized clinical trials into a knowledge base was developed to improve
access to trial findings. A text classifier was used to extract a total of twenty-three important
trial information items like inclusion and exclusion, sample size, intervention, and outcome
names. Such a repository would provide decision makers and systematic reviewer with
specific information published in RCT articles without having to perform any further
reviews.[48]
A tool called Systematic EvidEnce Disseminator (SEED) has been developed to autogenerate a Wikipedia-compatible table of summation directly from Cochrane’s RevMan files,
along with the accompanying reference. [49]
Table 3: Automation in evidence-synthesis
Sample

Survey of systems that
automate the processes of
systematic review

Method of
Automation
reviewed
Automation,
data
extraction

Tools

Advantages Author
name

Search- Quick
Clinical,
Sherlock, Metta
SnowballingParsCit
Screen-Titles
and AbstractsAbstrackr
Extract dataExaCT,
WebPlotDigitizer
Meta-analysis-

Federated
Guy
Meta-search Tsafnatet
engines,
al. [39]
reference
string
extraction
from papers,
Machine
learning
tools,
automatic
re-
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Meta-Analyst
Write-upPRISMA Flow
Diagram
Generator
Revman-Hal,

digitization
of data,
metaanalysis,
write-ups
and
diagrams,
etc.

High
accuracy for
the P
element
achieved
High
accuracy
extraction

Boudinet
al. [42]

Data
extraction
with low
error rate
for
diagnostic
test
accuracy
results
Autogeneration
of the
abstract,
results and
discussion
sections in
multiple
languages

Christopher
Norman et
al. [45]

Data set of each PICO
element developed for
Training as well as Testing

Data
Extraction,
machine
learning

Supervised
classification
algorithms,
(SVM)

Reports of Randomized
Clinical trials

Text
classification
and extraction

Natural language
processing, text
classificaition
algorithms,
Hidden Markov
Modelling

63 Diagnostic test accuracy
systematic reviews

Automated
data
extraction and
synthesis

LXML Python
package.4,
optical character
recognition
(OCR), Tesseract

RevMan-generated reviews

Automatic
text
generation

RevmanHal

Xu et al.
[44, 45]

Mercedes
Torres et
al. [47]
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88 RCT reports

Machine
learning for
data
extraction

Text classifier

Promising
Berry de
source to
Bruijnet al.
identify key [48]
elements
published in
RCT
articles.

Cochrane’s RevMan files

Data
relocation

Systematic
EvidEnce
Disseminator
(SEED)

Summary of Lena
Findings
Schmidt et
can be
al. [49]
replicated to
other
information
sources like
Wikipedia

4. CONCLUSION
This review describes the common methods and tools that can be used for automating the
sub-processes involved in systematic reviews. Access to summarized data and information on
current practices can meet the practitioner’s needs and improve decision making. To address
the concern of trust among the reviewers for using automation technologies, the know-how
should be promoted in the form of training and secondly, the quality of the output produced
by automation tools needs to be assessed for systematic reviews to be generally accepted.
Reviewers would assess the scope of using each tool for their study and would prepare the
protocol accordingly. Although the next logical step is a fully automated system that will
deliver the best evidence in a timely fashion, this idea is especially challenging as various
stand-alone systems addressing the sub-processes need to be linked with each other. A fully
automated systematic review would free the systematic reviewer to concentrate on the nontedious, automatable tasks to the creative tasks like creating the protocol, providing complex
interpretations of the generated data, and ensuring the quality of the overall execution.
Use of technology as a second reviewer or “semi-automation” for citation and abstract
screening have already been found effective. Innovations in the development of applications
that automatically extract data from websites for the purpose of systematic reviews and metaanalysis, applications that can assist in extraction of data from graphs, and deployment of
Convolutional Deep Neural Network (CDNN) in detecting patterns in medical images for the
diagnosis and management of diseases have also been reported.
Computerized systems called Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS) designed to provide
doctors and other healthcare professionals with assistance in clinical decision making tasks
that are 80-90 % accurate can be alternatively used for clinical practice. Disease-specific
databases or registries could also be a way of providing required information as the dataset
would greatly reduce for the single disease under study and would be easy to develop and
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maintain. Development of novel tools should also be looked into for further advancement in
the field of evidence generation. Further options for automating the evidence generation
process still need to be explored.
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Figure 1: Process of screening of the articles for literature review.
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